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More than five million adolescent girls struggle with eating dis-orders, and more than 80 percent
of American women are unhappy with their bodies. Christie Pettit knows these statistics
firsthand. As a college student with a tennis scholarship, she found herself eating less and less,
compulsively exercising, and spiraling downward in a dangerous battle against anorexia. She
was starving--but she didn't know it.Now with a two-color interior, Empty recounts Christie's
gripping story, incorporating new statistics, reflections from her journal, and biblical insight. Her
candid retelling of her experience shows the spiritual dimension of eating disorders and
describes how Christie turned to the Bible as a source of strength and encouragement to help
her overcome anorexia.Pastors, parents, counselors, and those battling anorexia--especially
teen girls--will find hope and wise counsel in Christie's compelling story.

From the Back Cover"This morning I feel rested-ready to face the day... I will beat this
thing."Millions of girls struggle with eating disorders. And most American women are unhappy
with their bodies. Christie Pettit was one of them. Christie started college as a healthy,
competitive athlete. But soon her perfectionism drove her to take fitness to the extreme. As she
became more and more obsessed with what she ate and how much she exercised, thoughts
about food and working out controlled her mind, her habits, and even her relationships. Christie
was finally forced to admit that she was losing her battle with her own body. She was starving-
but she didn't know it.Empty recounts Christie's story through her personal journals, showing
you how she turned to the Bible and counseling to find the strength and encouragement to
overcome anorexia.If you or someone you know might be struggling with anorexia, you'll find
hope and great advice in Empty.Christie Pettit is a teen counselor specializing in eating disorder
recovery. She enjoys traveling with family and loves outdoor adventures-hiking, biking, river
rafting, backpacking, snow skiing, fly fishing, golf, tennis, snorkeling, water skiing, you name it!
Christie lives in Atlanta, Georgia.About the AuthorChristie Pettit currently works as a counselor
of teens, with a specialization in eating disorder recovery. She speaks to groups such as
Athletes in Action and writes for publications, including Today's Christian Woman, The Upper
Room, and Sports Spectrum. She is also the managing editor of Conversations: A Forum for
Authentic Transformation. A graduate of the University of Virginia, Emory University, and the
Psychological Studies Institute, Christie lives in Atlanta, Georgia.
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Tamara Kay, “Yes. I got this book for a school project and I like it a lot. I'd recommend it even for
just reading just for fun.”

Courtney Hendley, “Five Stars. Awesome story”

Momma Sue, “Honest and thought-provoking. Using her journal as a reference, the author was
able to describe her descent into anorexia, her pursuit to find its root cause and her fight for
recovery. At times, it might seem repetitious, but that was the course of her battle...two steps
forward and one step back. Sometimes a realization or insight would be reached, only to need to
have it reinforced later, or possibly to reach that same insight anew. As to the religious content, I
don't think that one needs to be a believer in the Bible to be able to accept the truths that are
presented. Examples of these truths are the concept of suffering producing perseverance and
the reminder from the Bible, "Don’t be selfish; don’t live to make a good impression on others. Be
humble, thinking of others as better than yourself." I recommend the book both for those dealing
with an eating disorder as well as for their loved ones.”

grace*alone, “Honest and gentle. I can't quite figure out why the other reviews say so many
negative things about this book. Christie is writing from her heart and is writing to offer help and
encouragement to others who are experiencing an eating disorder. Every chapter is honest and
yet shows hope. Christie's strength to fight this battle was solely from God and she has one or
two verses per chapter, which as a Christian, is perfect. We used this book as a nighttime
"devotional" to think over the day and prepare for the next. Some of the things she wrote felt as if
she had read my journal! This is a great book to read if you are trying to overcome an eating
disorder. It will keep you honest but offer you hope.”

MeMe, “Excellent. I have read Christie's previous book and thought it was excellent. Along
comes a second book and it is written at a more teen oriented audience which I believe is a
crucial component in looking at the beginnings of eating disorder.Christie admits early on in her
book that she is not sure why she is writing the book. She also explains that her spiritual side
has developed from living this disease and that she feels the need to pass along her
experiences.This book is well written, not technical and is a compassionate memoir. She pulls
no punches and tells it like it is - does not glamorize the whole eating disorder thing and honestly
tries to remember and reflect on the thought patterns as she re-reads some of the entries made
in her journal during her struggles.I loved this book because it is down to earth and is aimed at
the generation that needs it the most.  Eating Disorders ARE NOT cool -Buy this book.”

Assia Kaab, “hungry for God. This is anorexia viewed from the eyes of a religious sufferer. If God
helped in this case then he might for you. As an atheist I enjoyed this read.”



The book by Christie Pettit has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 23 people have provided feedback.
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